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Re:

Notice or Violation for Model Year 20 14-20 16 diesel light-duty veh icles ( Dodge
Ram and Jeep Grand Cherokee)

Dear Messrs. Jones. Martel and Gross:
The United States Environmental Protectio n Agency (EPA) has investiga ted and continues to
investigate Fiat Chrysler Automobiles N.V. and FC A US LLC (co llectively. FCA) for
compliance with the Clean Air Act (CAA). 42 U.S.C. §§ 740 1- 7671q. and its impl ementing
regulations. As detailed in thi s Notice of Violation (NOV). the EPA has determined that FCA
failed to disclose Auxiliary Emission Control Dev ices (AECDs) in certain model year 2014
through 2016 (M Y 14-16) diesel light-duty vehicles equ ipped with 3.0 liter engines. These
AECDs were not disclosed in the initial motor vehicle applications for ce rtificates of conforrnity
(COCs) that permit the introduction of motor vehicles into United States commerce. The
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AECDs. with certain exceptions, are present in the approximately I 03,828 motor vehicl es
identified in the table below.

Model Year

EPA Test Group

Make and Model(s)

50 State Volume

2014
2014
20 15
20 15
20 16
2016

ECRXT03.05PV
ECRXT03.05 PV
FCRXT03.05PV
FCRXT03.05PV
GCRXT03.05 PV
GCRXT03 .05 PV

FCA Dodge Ram 1500
FCA Jeep Grand Cherokee
FCA Dodge Ram 1500
FCA Jeep Grand Cherokee
FCA Dodge Ram I 500
FCA Jeep Grand Cherokee

14.083
14.652
31,984
8,421
32,2 19 (proj ected)
2,469 (projected)

Eight (8) specific AECD s are identified in Attachment A, which is marked as Confidential
Business In fo rmation (CB I) as FCA may assert a CB I claim for some or a ll of these AECDs. See
40 C. F.R. § 2.203(b). The AECDs are described by an EPA-assigned number and name, and a
s ho11 paragraph generall y identi fy ing the AECD by function.
The EPA has determined that, due to the existence of at least these eight undi sclosed AECD s in
these vehicles. these vehicles do not conform in all material respects to the vehic le spec ifi cations
described in the applications for the COCs that purportedl y cover them. Therefore. FCA violated
section 203(a)( I) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)(l ). for each time it sold, offered fo r sale,
introduced into commerce. or de livered for introduction into commerce or imported these
vehicles (or caused any of the foregoing acts with respect to these vehicles).
Operation of one or more of the eight undisclosed AECDs. either alone or in combinati on with
each other, results in excess emi ssions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) under various operating
conditions that may reasonably be expected to be encountered in norma l vehicle operation and
use. FCA did not disclose these AEC Ds to the EPA in their applicati ons fo r COCs, despite being
aware that the AECDs were required to be disclosed. The EPA has determined that, unless FCA
can establi sh that the undisclosed AEC Ds qualify fo r o ne of the na1Tow exc lus ions provided
under the applicable regulations. one or more of the A EC Os identified in this NOV. whether
alone or in combinati on with each other, would constitute defeat devices that reduce the
effectiveness of the vehic les· emission con trol system that ex ist to comply with CAA em ission
standards. See 40 C.F. R. §§ 86. I 803, 86.1809 (definin g and prohibiting defeat devices).
Therefore, after fu11her investigation regarding the operation of the undisclosed A EC Os, the EPA
may assert that FCA committed additional violations of section 203(a)( l ) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C.
§ 7522(a)( 1), for each time it sold , offered for sale, introduced into commerce. delive red for
introduction into commerce or imported vehicles with defeat devices (o r caused any of the
foregoing acts) that prevent the vehicles from conforming in all materia l respects to the vehicle
specifications described in the applicati ons for the COCs.
Additionally. the EPA is continuing its investigation into the operation of the undisclosed
A EC Os and whether FCA vio lated section 203(a)(3)(8) of the CAA. 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)( I ).
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Background and Law Governing Alleged Violations
Violations in this malter arise under Part A of Title I I of the CAA. 42 U.S.C. §§ 7521 - 7554. and
the regulations promulgated thereunder. In creating the CAA. Congress found. in part. that ..the
increasing use of motor vehicles ... has resulted in mounting dangers to the public health and
welfare:· CAA§ 101 (a)(2). 42 U.S.C. § 7401(a)(2). Congress· purpose in creating the CAA. in
part. was .. to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation·s air resources so as to promote the
public health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population:· and ..to initiate and
accelerate a national research and development program to achieve the prevention and control of
air pollution." CAA§ IOl(b)(l)-( 2), 42 U.S.C. § 7401(b)(I )- (2). The CAA and the regulations
promulgated thereunder aim to protect human health and the environment by reducing emissions
ofNOx and other pollutants from mobile sources of air pollution. Nitrogen oxides are a family of
highly reactive gases that play a major rol e in the atmospheric reactions with volati le organic
compounds (VOCs) that produce ozone (smog) on hot summer days. Breathing ozone can trigger
a variety or health problems including chest pain. coughi ng. throat irritation. and congestion.
Breathing ozone can also worsen bronchitis, emphysema. and asthma. Chi ldren arc at greatest
risk of experiencin g negative health impacts from exposure to ozone.
The EPA·s allegations here concern light-duty motor vehicles for which 40 C.F.R. Part 86 sets
emission standards and test procedures, and section 203 of the CAA. 42 U.S.C. § 7522, sets
compliance provisions. Light-duty vehicles must satisfy em ission standards for certain ai r
pollutants. including NOx. 40 C.F.R. § 86. I8 I 1-04. The EPA administers a certification program
to ensure that every vehicle introduced into United States commerce satisfies applicable emission
standards. Under this program, the EPA issues certificates of conform ity (COCs). and thereby
approves the introduction of vehicles into United States commerce.
To obtain a COC, a Iight-duty vehic le manufacturer must submit a COC application to the EPA
for each test group of vehicles that it intends to enter into United States commerce. 40 C.F.R.
§ 86.1843-0 I. The COC application must include. among other things. a list of all AECDs
installed on the vehicles. 40 C.F.R. § 86.1844-01 (d)( 11 ). An AECD is ··any element of design
which senses temperature. vehicle speed. engine RPM. transmission gear. manifold vacuum. or
any other parameter for the purpose of activati ng. modulating. delaying, or deactivating the
operation of any part of the emission control system:· 40 C.F.R. § 86.1803-01. The COC
application must also include ..a justification for each A ECO, the parameters they sense and
control. a detailed justification of each AEC D that results in a reduction in effectiveness oCthc
emission control system. and [a] rationale for why it is not a defeat device:· 40 C.F.R.
§ 86.1844-0 I (d)( 11 ). Electronic control systems that may receive inputs from multiple sensors
and control multiple actuators that affect the emission control system·s performance are AECDs.
EPA. Advi.\OJJ· Circular Number 2./-2: Prohibition of
Del'ices . Emission Control Defeat
.
Optional Objectil'e Criteria (Dec. 6, 1978). ··Such elements of design could be control system
logic (i.e .. computer software), and/or calibration s. and/or hardware items." Id
.. Vehicles are covered by a ce11ificate of conformity only if they are in all material respects as
described in the manufacturer's application for certification .. :· 40 C.F.R. § 86. I 848-1 O(c)(6).
Similarly, a COC issued by the EPA, including those issued to FCA. states expressly, .. (t]his
certi ticate covers only those new motor vehicles or vehicle engines "' hich conform. in al I
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material respects, to the design specificat ions·' described in the applicatio n for that COC.

See also 40 C.r. R. §§ 86.1844-01 (listing required content for COC appl ications). 86. 1848-0l(b )

(authorizing the EPA to issue COCs on any terms that arc necessary or appropriate lo assure that
new motor veh icles sati sfy the requirements of the CAA and its regulations).

Manufacturers are prohibited from selling. offering for sale, introducing into commerce.
delivering for introduction into commerce, or importing. any new motor vehicl e unless that
vehicle is covered by an EPA-issued COC. CAA § 203(a)( I). 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)( I): 40 C.F.R.
§ 86. I 854- I2(a)( I). It is also a violation to cause any of the foregoing acts. CAA § 203(a),
42 U.S.C. § 7522(a): 40 C.F. R. § 86-1854-l 2(a). Additionally. the CAA makes it a violation "for
any person to manufacture or sell. or offer to sell. or install. any part or component intended for
use with. or as part of. any motor vehicle or motor vehicle engine. where a principal effect of the
part or compone nt is to bypass, defeat, or render inoperati ve any device or clement of design
installed on or in a motor vehicle or motor vehicle engine in compliance with regulations under
this subchapter. and where the person knows or should know that such part or compone nt is
being offered fo r sale or installed for such use or put to such use." CAA§ 203(a)(3)(8),
42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)(3)(8): 40 C. F.R. § 86.1854-l 2(a)(3 )(ii).
A defeat device is an AECD .. that reduces the effecti veness of the emission control system under
conditions which may reasonably be expected to be encountered in normal vehicle operation and
use. unless: (I) Such cond iti ons are substantially included in the Federal emission test procedure:
(2) The need fo r the AECD is justified in terms of protecting the vehicle against damage or
accident: (3) The AECD does not go beyond the requirements of engine starting: or (4) The
AECD applies only for emergency vehicles ... :· 40 C.F. R. § 86.1803-0 I.
Manufacturers of diesel-fueled motor veh icles equip the vehicles \>\ith exhaust gas recirculati on
(EGR) and selective catalyst reduction (SCR) systems to reduce NOx emissions. An EGR system
is designed to return a variable amount of the already combusted exhaust gas back into the
engine. This reduces the engine combust ion temperature. which in tum reduces the fo1mation of
Ox: EGR is the primary control mechan ism for reduction of NOx emissions from the engine.
An SCR aftertreatment system is separate from the diesel engine and injects urea. orten
identi tied as diesel exhaust fiuid (DEF). into the exhaust gas to chemically convert the Ox
emissions into nitrogen (N2) and water as the exhaust flows through the CR catalyst. The DEF
must be periodically refilled by the vehicle operator to maintain continuous operation of the SCR
system. When the fluid is not replaced. or when the SCR does not operate properly, NOx
emissions increase significantly. Certain defeat devices can cause the EGR or SCR systems to
operate less effective ly. or not at all. during certain operating conditions.
Motor vehicles equipped with defeat devices cannot be certifi ed. EPA. Athisory Circular
Numher 2-1: Prohibition on use<?( Emission Control Defeat Device (Dec. 11. 1972); see also
40 C.r.R. § 86.1809-12.
Alleged Violations
This NOV is based in part on vehicle emission testing performed by the EPA at the National
Vehicle and Fuel Emissions Laboratory (NV FEL). This testing was performed since the EPA ·s
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announcem ent on September 25, 2015, that it would perform additional testing .. using driving
cycles and conditions that may reasonably be expected to be encountere d in normal operation
and use. for the purposes of investigatin g a potential defeat device.·· EPA, EPA Conducted
Confirmato ry Testing (Sept. 25. 2015). The EPA has identified at least eight AECDs in the 3.0
liter diesel-fuele d FCA motor vehicles listed in the table above that were not described in the
application for the COC that purportedly covers each motor veh icle: most AECDs have been
identified as a result of the EPA"s investigatio n. The following is a list of the identified AECDs:
AECD # I ( Full EG R Shut-Off at I li ghway Speed
AECD #2 (Reduced EGR with [ncreasing Vehicle Speed)
AECD #3 (EGR Shut-off for Exhaust Valve Cleaning)
AECD #4 (DEF Dosing Disablemen t during C R Adaptation )
AECD #5 (EGR Reduction due to Modeled Engine Temperatu re)
AEC D #6 (SCR Catalyst Warm-Up Disablemen t)
AECD # 7 (Alternativ e SC R Dosing Modes)
AECD # 8 (Use of Load Governor to Delay Ammonia Refill ofSCR Catalyst)
As described in Attachment A. some of these AECDs appear to cause the vehicle to perform
differently when the vehicle is being tested for compliance with the EPA emission standards
using the Federal em ission test procedure (e.g. FTP. US06), than in normal operation and use.
In meetings with the EPA. FCA's representat ives have discussed the use of these AECDs. FCA
instituted a voluntary recal I for AECD # I in 2015, referred to as the 2014 Field Fix. and FCA has
represented to the EPA that AECD # 1 is not present in the MY 2015 and MY 20 16 vehicles
identi tied in the above table.
The EPA has reviewed the information provided by FCA. and the NVF EL has conducted
additional testing. The test data shows that these vehicles have high NOx emissions under certain
conditions.
The following li st identifies discrete examples where the effectivene ss or the emission control
system is reduced:
• Combined operation of AECD #3 with AECD #7 or AECD #8 reduces in ce11ain
situations the effectivene ss of the overall em ission con tro l system by disabling one key
component of that system, the EGR system. without compensat ing by increasing the
effectivene ss of the other critical component , the SCR system. AECD # 3 employs a timer
to shut-off EGR: this EGR disablemen t docs not appear justified for protecting the
vehicle. nor does it meet any of the other exceptions or the defeat device regulatory
definition. Under certain conditions reasonably expected to be encountere d in normal
vehicle operation and use. the SCR is unable to compensat e for the reduced effectivene ss
caused by EG R shut-off and the overall effectivene ss of the emission control system is
reduced.
• The operation of AECD #5. together with AECD #6, at temperatur es outside of tho c
found in the Federal emission test procedure reduces the effecti veness of the NOx
emission control system under conditions reasonably expected to be encountere d in
normal vehicle operation and use. In addition. a timer is used to discontinue wanning of
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the SCR aftertreatment system. thereby reducing its effectiveness, in a manner that does
not appear to be justified to protect the vehicle.
The operation of AECD #4, particularly when combined with AECD #8, increases
emissions of tailpipe NOx under conditions reasonably expected to be encountered in
normal vehicle operation and use. The operation of AECD # 1, AECD #2 and/or AECD
#5 increase the frequency of occurrence of AECD #4.
The operation of AECDs #7 and #8, particularly in variable grade and high load
conditions, increases emissions of tail pipe NOx under conditions reasonably expected to
be encountered in normal vehicle operation and use.

These AECDs were neither described nor justified in the applicable COC applications, as
required by EPA regulations. Therefore, each vehicle identified by the table above does not
conform in a material respect to the vehicle specifications described in the COC application. As
such, FCA violated section 203(a)( I) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)( I ), each time it sold,
offered for sale, introduced into commerce, delivered for introduction into commerce. or
impo1ted (or caused any of the foregoing with respect to) approximately I 03,828 new motor
vehicles within these test groups.
The EPA believes that one or more of the AECDs, whether alone or in combination with each
other, reduce the effectiveness of the emission control system under conditions which may
reasonably be expected to be encountered in normal vehicle operation and use. These AECDs:
( l) occur in operating conditions that may not be part of the Federal emission test procedure; and
(2) may not be justified in terms of protecting the vehicle against damage or accident; they do
not otherwise qualify for the enumerated defeat device exceptions of 40 C.F.R. § 86.1803-0 I.
Therefore, one or more of the AECDs, whether alone or in combination, may be defeat devices.
To date. despite having the opportunity to do so, FCA has failed to establish that these are not
defeat devices. After further investigation into whether these are defeat devices, the EPA may
assert that FCA committed additional violations of section 203(a)( I) of the CAA. 42 U .S.C.
§ 7522(a)( I).
In addition to these undisclosed AECD allegations under section 203(a)( 1) of the CAA, 42
U.S.C. § 7522(a)(l), the EPA intends to continue its investigation to determine whether the
manufacture. sale, offering for sale, or installation of one or more of the undisclosed AECDs
constitute defeat device violations of section 203(a)(3)(8 ) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C.
§ 7522(a)(3)(B). To date, despite having the opportunity to do so. FCA has fai led to demonstrate
that FCA did not know. or should not have known, that a principal effect of one or more of these
AECDs was to bypass. defeat. or render inoperative one or more elements of design installed to
comply with emissions standards under the CAA.
Enforcement
The EPA· s investigation into this matter is continuing. The above information represents specific
violations that the EPA believes, at this point. are sufficiently supported by evidence to warrant
the allegations in this NOV. The EPA may find additional violations as the investigation
continues.
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The EPA is authorized to refer this matter to the United States Department of Justice for
initiation of appropriate enforcement action. Any manufacturer who, on or after January 13.
2009. sold, offered fo r sale, introduced into commerce. delivered for introduction into
commerce. imported, or caused any of the foregoing acts with respect to any new motor vehic le
that was not covered by an EPA-issued COC is subj ect. among other things, to a civ il penalty of
up to $44,539 for each violation. CAA§ 205(a), 42 U.S.C. § 7524(a); 40 C.F. R. § 19.4. T he EPA
may seek, and district courts may order, equitable remed ies to further address these a ll eged
violations. CAA§ 204(a). 42 U.S.C. § 7523(a).
The EPA is available to discuss this matter wi th you. Please contact Kathryn Caballero, the EPA
attorney assigned to this matter. to discuss this NOV. Ms. Caballero can be reached as follows:
Kathryn Pi1Totta Caballero
U.S. EPA, Air Enforcement Divi sion
1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW (MC 2242A)
William Jefferson C linton South Federal Building
Washington. DC 20460
(202) 564-1849
caballero.kathryn@epa.gov

Air Enforcement Di vision
Office of Civi l Enforcement

Copy:
Todd Sax. Californ ia Air Resources Board
Thomas A. Mariani Jr. , Un ited States Department of Justice
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